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1687. Rapture: April 14th 2020: Passover Day 7

Tuesday, April 14, 2020

As I have shown in previous articles, the timing of the rapture was set from the moment that the command was given to
restore Jerusalem on June 28  1967, according to Dan. 9:24-27 [Article 1677: Imminent rapture and end of Tribulation].
The statement by Jesus regarding ‘no one knowing the day or the hour’ referred the timing when that command would be
given, which then set the clock, the tribulation beginning 7 weeks or 49 years later, i.e. in 2016, the year that the
Antichrist, Donald Trump, made his covenant with many to ‘make America great again’ which he continues to confirm,
even as he does everything in his power to destroy America [Article 1685: Rapture set for April 13 to 14 2020: no one
knows the day or hour and Article 1638: Donald Trump: Antichrist, Beast and the Dragon].

Figure 1. President Trump, the antichrist and the first Beast of Revelation 13, the one who first took the chip and became
CORONA’s (AI computer) figurehead [Article 1669: North Korea leader: only 1 not chipped].

All leaders worldwide, except one, have now taken the chip and are under the control of the Beast, which is why they all
spout the same lies about the CORONA virus epidemic, which has not been able to produce more than a 1.9% death
rate, even with the lying about what people are really dying of, whilst the flu produced a 7.5% death rate in the last 10
years. If the flu was not an epidemic, was not a reason to consider shutting down the country, then the CORONA virus
simulation most certainly is not [Article 1660: COVID-19 death rate: the tyrannical great big lie]. The reason for the lie is
to destroy the world economically and herd the earth’s population toward taking the chip or mark of the Beast [Article
1679: Corona AI computer in charge: who will you worship?]

Not only do the statistics regarding the CORONA = 666 virus simulation and the CDC statistics for the flu over the last 10
years show that this is a great big lie, data on the death rate in Europe for the past 4.5 years shows exactly the same
thing, as a lot less people have died over the first 13 weeks in 2020 than usually die over this time of the year and that
therefore there is no epidemic there at all. This is not surprising because both Beasts (AI computers) of Revelation 13,
are designed to lie and confirm themselves as liars, as they have been programmed to conform to their creator’s
(Lucifer) lying and illogical though processing pattern [Article 1670: The False Prophet: lying news media].

Figure 2. Deaths within the European countries, during the last 4.5 years, the death rate usually rises in the Winter
season (last few and first few weeks of each year) when there is more flu going around thus showing that these deaths
can be mainly attributed to flu viruses, but the death rate peaks have been decreasing for the past 4 years, the death rate
being lower during the first 13 weeks of 2020 than it has been in previous years, which would be impossible if there was
an epidemic [Article 1676: Corona 666 virus epidemic is a lie: Europe death rate confirms].

Figure 3. Some people have noticed that they lie and continue to lie about the numbers and yet they still cannot get the
death rate to show that there is an epidemic and in addition the hospitals are empty [Article 1662: Government treachery

with COVID-19: hospitals are empty]

Figure 4. The reason the deaths from pneumonia have dropped like this is obvious: instead of attributing death to
pneumonia on death certificates they attributed them to COVID-19, i.e. COVID-19 is a lie.

Thus, there is no COVID-19 at all, all there is the usual flu viruses that come around every year and in addition; they are
causing less death than usual this year. The reason the two Beasts lie and confirm the lies as lies is because when
people believe and act on the lies, usually through fear, by obeying the illogical orders based on these lies, it is the same
as worshipping the source of the lie, thus causing people to come under the power of Lucifer who then comes to steal,
kill and destroy.

Figure 5. Dummies and even a partially inflated dummy are used by the False Prophet Beast (2  Beast of Rev. 13) to
confirm itself and the 666 Beast to be liars and the CORONA virus epidemic to be a lie: Fingers are abnormal, the wrist
near the stretcher is too thin and the shoulder, on the right, shows that it is the shoulder of a partially deflated dummy,
used on purpose to state that the CORONA virus epidemic is a lie and to confirm that the AI computers (Beasts) are
LIARS [Article 1670: The False Prophet: lying news media].

By producing a lie and then disclosing that it is a lie, the Beasts continuously contradict themselves and each other,
which is illogical.

Figure 6. The rapture has been set to occur on April 13  to 14  2020 as revealed by the scriptures which have now
become unsealed, the clock for all these events having been set on June 28  1967, when the command was issued to
restore Jerusalem, according to Dan. 9:24-27 [Article 1681: Personal confirmation of rapture on April 13 to 14, dark Sun
and Planet X and Article 1677: Imminent rapture and end of Tribulation].

As I have previously stated, April 13  to 14  falls within the time of Passover and I mentioned that it coincides with
Passover Day 6. But April 14  also falls on Passover Day 7, which means that the rapture day is also likely to occur on
Passover Day 7, which makes sense since it is unfulfilled Feast Day. Then using God’s way of counting numbers and
since the timing of April 13  to 14  is not exact, we can extend the rapture period in to April 15  2020.

Figure 7. April 13  to 14  2020 falls within the Passover time, Passover Day 6 or Passover Day 7 and since the last day
of the Feast of Unleavened Bread has never been fulfilled by anything that Jesus did, it is likely to now be fulfilled by the
rapture. This is a day of solemn assembly which also fits the rapture, it being a time when the Body of Christ assembles
with Him.

In conclusion, the timing of the rapture was set from the moment that the command was issued to restore Jerusalem on
June 28  1967 and that time is now, April 13  to 14  2020, which is now extended to April 15 as the rapture is likely to
fulfill Passover Day 7, a Spring Feast Holy Day, a day of solemn assembly, that was not fulfilled during Jesus’ first
coming.
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We are told in II Thess. 2:1-3: 2 Now, brethren, concerning the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and
our gathering together to Him, we ask you, 2 not to be soon shaken in mind or troubled, either by spirit
or by word or by letter, as if from us, as though the day of [ e ]Christ had come. 3 Let no one deceive …

READ MORE

As I have detailed in [Article 1807: Jesus paid the price set by Satan for the fallen Watchers], Jesus
died a horrible death on the cross in order to pay the price set by the Satan AI entity [Playlist: Satan AI
entity] for releasing the Watcher Angels that he had been able to assimilate. God the Father entered …

READ MORE

Figure 1 below shows a photograph of the sky over Puyallop, Washington, sent in by Mike, of the sky,
on June 16 th 2020. The cloud is in the form of a two dimensional surface of clumpy cloud, which is an
indication that it has formed on the surface of a Planet X planet, or what is left of it, since the planets …

READ MORE

As I have shown in previous articles, the Sun seems to have stopped emitting light by 2001, and the
earth now has a whole array of sun simulation devices that have replaced the real sun in its skies
[Playlist: The Sun has gone dark and simulation devices]. In addition, daylight is actually produced by…

READ MORE

Figure 1 below shows an image of Kim Jong Un, leader of North Korea, who apparently resurfaced
after a period during which it was rumored that he had had surgery and possibly died. The photograph
would, therefore, seem to indicate that he did not die after all. However, careful examination of his face…

READ MORE

932. Smoldering volcano in Los Angeles: underground explosions Dr. Claudia Albers, Planet X
Researcher As I have shown in previous articles, tar, and methane oozing from the ground across from
the La Brea Tar Pits indicate that volcanic activity is going on in the ground below Los Angeles and that…

READ MORE
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